Information Letter

Dear colleagues!

Azerbaijan National Conservatory invites you to take part in International Scientific and Practical Conference “Musical traditions in globalizing world”.

Conference will be held in ANC on October 25-28, 2017. Scholars from research centres, teachers of higher and secondary educational institutions, postgraduate and doctoral students of arts, culture, music, pedagogical and humanitarian areas are invited to join in. Participation par correspondence is also possible.

The working languages of the conference are Azerbaijani, Turkish, Russian, English

International Scientific Conference

"Musical traditions in globalizing world"

Thematic areas:

1. Mechanisms and functional systems of the preservation of musical traditions
2. Musical traditions as a sign and symbol of cultural identities
3. Current research approaches in ethnomusicology;
4. Interrelations between national musical traditions and modern composition
5. Multicultural essence of and potential for renewal in eclectic (hybrid, symbiotic) genres and styles in music
Terms and Conditions:

Participation in conference is possible in the following forms: report at a meeting of one or more sections; *in absentia* (stand report without speaking at the conference). The conference participants are required to submit the topic of report (up to 10 minutes) until October 01, 2017, to apply for participation in the conference (if the article is written in collaboration by more than one author - the application is to be completed by one author responsible for sending materials by mail and paying the participation costs), and send the article to the e-mail of the conference.

Based on the results of the conference, publication of the conference proceedings is planned. Payment for publications is carried out at the expense of the authors at the rate of 20 Azerbaijan Manats per article, there is no extra payment in case of more than one author (the maximum allowed number of co-authors is three).

Financial conditions: travel, accommodation and travel expenses of the conference participants are paid by the sending party.

**The volume is planned to be published by the beginning of the conference** under the assignment of ISBN international code. The Organizing Committee reserves the right to refuse publication if the article does not meet the announced requirements.

All information about the conference, as well as the conference materials will be posted on the website of the scientific journal "Konservatoriya": [http://konservATORIYA.az/?page_id=2344](http://konservATORIYA.az/?page_id=2344)

For participation in the conference, the materials in electronic form should be submitted to the following addresses of the organizing committee:

- Azerbaijan National Conservatoire: amk-azmilcon@rambler.ru
- "Konservatoriya" scholarly journal: azconservatory@gmail.com

The following materials are required:

- Registration form for the participant of the conference. (The file is named as the surname. application)
- Article for publication (The file is named as the surname. article)
- Scanned copy of the receipt for payment of the participation fee

In the subject line of an email, it’s necessary to indicate - "To the conference from ___________ (surname of the reporter)".

Participants from Azerbaijan for the delivery of materials can approach the 312 office in the ANC.
Application

Name (complete) ______________________________________________________
Scientific degree, title _____________________________________________
Position __________________________________________________________
Place of work (study) ______________________________________________
Topic of the report ________________________________________________
Conference section _________________________________________________
Form of presentation: report or participation in absentia - ____________

Contact phone (required) ____________________________________________
Postal code and address _____________________________________________
E-mail _____________________________________________________________

Requirements for the typography of materials:

The size of the article is up to 7 pages.

Text: format – Microsoft Word, ont – Times New Roman, font size - 14, interval 1.5; flattening, all fields of 2 cm, indent paragraph 1.25, without hyphenation. Without page numbering.

Summary and keywords (in Russian and English) are required – normal printing type, size of type 12, single-line spacing, flattening.

Abstract (500 characters with spaces) should include a description of the main topic, the problems reflected in the article, the purpose of the research and its results

Words Summary, Keywords, Contact information should be in italics.

References to the literature are given according to the text in square brackets [1, p. 182].

References at the end of the text in alphabetical order (single interval, no more than 10 authors).

The list of literature contains only those publications, links to which are available in the text of the article.

All quotations given in the article must have references to the source.

Foreign words, fragments of folklore texts in the original language, etc. are typed in Italics.
Music score examples are placed in the text of the article or are located at the end of the article. They must be numbered and have names.

Photo images referring to the content of the article are provided in electronic format in the format *.jpg or *.jpeg. They must be numbered, and provided in a separate file.

**Structure of materials**

1. Information about the author.
   
The following shall be indicated: surname, name, patronymic (in full), academic degree and title, position and place of work, e-mail (in the upper right corner)

2. Title of the article should be centered in **CAPITAL LETTERS** (printing type 14, bold).

3. After the missing line, a summary is printed in the language of the article. (Italics)

4. The key words (italics) are printed through the one and a half interval.

5. After the missing line, the text of the article is printed.

6. After the missing line, a list of literature is printed

7. After the missing line in the middle of the line in capital letters, the title of the article in Russian is printed (printing type 14, bold). Through the one and a half interval, the initials and surname of the author (authors) are printed in lowercase in lower-case letters, below in one interval - the city in Russian (printing type 14, bold). After the missing line, an abstract is printed in Russian. After a one and a half interval, the key words are printed in Russian.

8. Next, following the example in Russian, the title of the article, initials and surname of the author (authors), city, abstract in English are given.

If the article is in one of the languages (for example, in Azerbaijani), the resume should be in the other two languages (in Russian and in English)

Articles are accepted until October 1, 2017.

**Contact details:**

Address: Alasgar Alakbarov kuchesi. 7, Baku, Azerbaijan
Tel: +994 (12) 539 71 26 Lala Huseynova - Vice-Rector for Research Work
Coordinators: Salimkhanov Cahangir - Manager of the of Department International Relations
Ayshan Aslanova - Specialist of the Department of International Relations
ayshan82@mail.ru